Abstract-Different problems arising in system analysis and design need building system models describing their internal structure. Graph representation that is commonly used in this case allows to present system structure only as a set of related components. For reflecting specific structural properties of modeling system structural model of such system should possess additional characteristics reflecting corresponding properties. There exists a class of systems, characterized by natural structural order of its elements. The paper considers an approach of modeling systems with naturally ordered structures, including mathematical model representing the system structure, declarative markup language and programming tool for building such model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Different problems arising in system analysis and design need building system models describing their internal structure. Structural models are usually described by graphs with vertices as system components and edges representing relationship between the components. Graph theory has been well developed; there exist a lot of tools for graphs building and visualization. But graph representation reflects nothing more than a binary relation and it allows describing system structure only as a set of related components. For reflecting specific structural properties of modeling system structural model of such system should possess additional characteristics reflecting corresponding properties.
There exists a class of systems, characterized by natural structural order of its elements. Structural ordering reflects wholeness and interdependence of system structure and allows decomposing the system keeping wholeness of system fragments, while each fragment of the structure is determined by the structure itself.
The paper considers an approach of modeling systems with naturally ordered structures, including mathematical model representing the system structure, declarative markup language and programming tool for building such model.
II. RELATED WORK
In mathematics for representing ordering relationship partially ordered sets (posets) are used. But poset-based structural models may not always reflect wholeness and interdependence of system structure. The most common mathematical representation of such properties is lattice, a partially ordered set in which every two elements have a unique supremum and a unique infimum.
Partially ordered sets and lattices have been applied to modeling of different systems in different fields of scientific study [1] .
A Lattice-Theoretical Approach (LTA) is used in Text Mining for formal representation of conceptual knowledge [2, 3] , in sociology (in particular in social networks analysis) [3] , in analysis of data of sociological surveys, etc. Concept lattice is usually represented as a matrix with rows corresponding to some objects, and columns -to attributes. Relationships between objects and attributes are indicated in the matrix cells. Specialized programing tools have been developed for building concept lattices using matrix description (Concept Explorer [4], Lattice Miner [5], etc.).
Lattice-based knowledge space model was suggested in [6] for describing educational resources for nonlinear educational games. Using such model allows to combine learning a gaming process and to manage a non-linear game scenario.
In recent year LTA has been used for technical system structure modeling. Thus, in [7] a lattice-based structure model
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For describing lattice-based models in terms of graph existing markup languages are used. Most of such languages (GraphML [8] , GXL [9] , XGMML [10] , etc.) were developed as extensions of XML and there are some alternative conceptions (e.g. GML [11] ). But the use of those languages for describing a lattice-based structural model is limited to cases when the system structure is known and it is exactly a lattice. And besides any modification of initial model structure leads to the necessity to rebuild structure description.
EMMA markup language [12] is also an extension of XML but it contains special namespace for describing lattice objects. But in any case using EMMA for describing latticebased structural models requires knowing its lattice structure. Also XML-like EMMA's syntax looks very bulky as it is based on a hierarchical data model and contains a lot of tags which are not necessary for lattice markup.
III. LATTICE-BASED STRUCTURAL MODEL
Initial structure of any naturally ordered system can be presented as a finite poset:
where S -structural model, I , means that, in the general case, the lattice can be non-distributive. Lattice non-distributivity means non-reducibility of the structure to a simple combination of substructures, i.e. reflects synergistic properties of structural model.
IV. MARKUP LANGUAGE FOR LATTICE-BASED STRUCTURAL MODELS DESCRIPTION
For describing lattice-based structural models a specialized markup language has been developed. Each element of the lattice is identified by a unique name composed of Latin letters, numbers and underscore symbol. Each element can be matched to unlimited set of properties; each property is described by its name and value enclosed in square brackets.
The lattice description consist of four blocks -two mandatory blocks and two optional ones. Mandatory block are the following:
 "Source" block -for pointing lattice infimum;
 "Target" block -for pointing lattice supremum.
The optional blocks are:  "Elements" -for pointing lattice elements;
 "Orders" -for describing the order of elements.
The order of elements is described by the ">" symbol with one greater element on the left and smaller elements on the right. If the number of smaller elements is more than one, their names must are separated by the "&" symbol.
The syntax of the language in extended Backus-Naur Form is described below: 
V. PROGRAMMING TOOL FOR BUILDING STRUCTURAL MODELS
For building structural models specialized programming system has been developed. The main function of the system is to build and visualize lattices from their description on suggested markup language.
The main window contains two frames. The left frame is intended for describing lattice-based structural models in markup language. The text editor supports syntax highlighting for keywords and main constructions of the language grammar. The right frame represents the built model visualization. The system provides drag-and-drop support and an access to lattice elements properties by clicking on them.
Developed markup language parser provides notifications for possible syntax mistakes in lattice description.
The screenshot of the main window is given on Fig. 3 Fig . 3 . Screenshot of programming system main window
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a lattice-theoretical approach to modeling naturally structured systems is presented. Lattice-based structural models allow analyzing system structure in terms of wholeness and structural order. The paper presents a specialized markup language and programming tool for building and visualizing lattice-based structural models.
